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Story at a Glance 

Background Story  

The story constitutes of a big business entrepreneur named Mike Thomson. He owns a company 

named C&C Corporation. His family members are Niki (his wife) and Carl (his son). Niki and Mike 

relation is not good because Mike suspects that she has an affair with someone and this is the 

reason why they have many fights. Carl only cares for money and this is the reason why he is with his 

family.  

So, the story begins Mick has a business trip. The flight is from US to London .So, he plans to go in his 

private jet. The peoples accompanying him are his wife-Niki, friend- Jack, son- Carl, Accountant- 

Cass, Bodyguard-Rodger, Dealer- Frank, business partner- Josh and his business consultant – Corey. 

They all left. 

In the front section of the plane Mike and his colleagues had a private discussion about the deal. 

Mike thought that the deal is over ambitious and preferred to take a safe way by cancelling the deal. 

His colleagues were very upset with his decision. Especially Cass and Josh were very upset and angry 

with the decision. Cass and Josh warned Mike that if he don’t sign the deal they will surely going to 

trouble him till the rest of his life. This scene was the secret and nobody else was present in the 

scene except Cass, Mike and Josh. Mick’s wife, son and Rodger were just chilling around in the back 

section. After some time suddenly pilot orders them to remain in their positions and not to move 

because plane was about to crash land and because pilot took safety precautions plane successfully 

crash landed on the deserted island. Fortunately no one died but one person was missing. 

The plane landed on a deserted island where there were no resources. In the first day on the island 

people conclude that Mick was missing. Second day they concluded that he died during the plane 

crash. Third day they found Mike’s coat drenched in blood so they concluded Mike was murdered. 

 

 

The Mysterious End 



 
 

Actually Mick was not murdered he wanted to quit so, he wrote a suicide note .He was not 

murdered but he tried to kill himself in the washroom with different weapon like blade but it didn’t 

worked so, he committed suicide because he was sentenced to trouble till the end of his life by the 

Cas and Josh and as he opens and jumps out of the exit door wind comes inside which misbalance 

the plane resulting in a crash.  

In the end game master (co-pilot) will reveal an audio clip which describes the mishap that happened 

between Cass, Josh and Mick.  

 

 

 


